Writing Your Way out of Imposter Stress
Eight Quick Tips

Tip 1: Reorient your perspective: it’s okay to be slow and clumsy at first—we are “novice experts” (Aguilar, “We Are Not Imposters”)
- Learning new academic genres, styles, and research approaches is not about remediation or judgement—it’s about building your professional toolbox
- Use university resources (academic professionalization and writing workshops, peer review groups, individual consultations) and read up on academic models and genres to try your hand at new modes of academic writing

Tip 2: Troubleshoot your concerns
- Assess the situation to see if it is something you can change and/or reflect on. Use Post-Its to separate out components of the problem and what can be done now to help you move forward (Vengoechea, “Troubleshoot Your Troubles with Post-Its”)

Tip 3: Change the narrative to focus on your merits
- Write out your “research origin story,” which always has a larger framework
- Practice accepting compliments without deflecting

Tip 4: Draw a clear line between feeling inadequate and recognizing areas for improvement
- Work like a writer: writers aren’t inspired every single day, but they sit down and commit to the act of writing, knowing they require editorial insights from others in their area

Tip 5: Don’t fear peer review—embrace it
- You are always already collaborating on your research and writing
- The most senior people in your field crave feedback from junior members (the latest hottest new knowledge!) Why shouldn’t you crave feedback from other people in the know to make your project stronger and more involved in the current academic conversations?

Tip 6: Make it relevant: engage with your writing and greater support community
- Practice writing about your project to relate it to a broader audience and community impact (try the “matrix of relating your research worksheet”)
- Become a mentor to someone newer to the program than you
- Seek out good mentors and advisors, even in other disciplines/institutions
- Join/form an accountability writing hang or more structured peer review writing group

Tip 7: Practice self-care and admit when you need additional support
- Remember: self-care is a form of resistance

Tip 8: Just Keep Writing,
- Write every day, for at least 15 minutes to establish the writerly habit
- Develop your own creative pacing approach (different writers handle different stages of writing, well, differently)
- Leave yourself crumbs at the end of your writing day: a sentence fragment you complete the next day
Additional reading and resources on writing your way out of imposter stress in academia:

8. https://medium.powertofly.com/6-ways-women-of-color-can-overcome-impostor-syndrome-7f517302db5b

For questions and additional resources in writing through imposter stress in academia, please contact Julia Istomina at julia.istomina@yale.edu